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Executive Summary
●● In 2019, the workstation environment in financial services

firms is a battleground where ideologues and realists
wage war. Often, the path toward the future is difficult to
discern in technology, yet most informed individuals agree
that the future for workstation applications lies with Web
technology. However, desktop applications – and their
client-server architecture – are found fully-embedded
throughout financial institutions, and to uproot and
replace them with more modern Web technology would
take significant effort on the part of typically overstretched
IT teams, or so say the realists. ‘The benefits afforded
by the additional functional richness of Web technology
is worth the effort,’ goes the mantra of the financial
services IT ideologue. However, pragmatists identified
a third way to leverage the advantages of HTML5 in the
desktop environment without IT teams shedding blood,
sweat and tears. Those financial institutions not ready
to re-engineer their technology stacks to accommodate
modern HTML5 technology may take a breather from
this dilemma by instead creating a HTML5-integrated
desktop environment that can accommodate legacy
technology. Software packages are available that both
facilitate the development and operational aspects of
an integrated desktop environment and can be used to
facilitate the insertion of both native applications and Web
technology into the same, integrated-HTML5 desktop
environment without requiring any additional changes to
the technology stack. GreySpark Partners has assessed
two of these software packages – ChartIQ’s Finsemble
solution and OpenFin’s OS and Layouts – across a
number of functional areas including:
• End-user Experience;
• Intercomponent Workflows;
• Building the Environment & Building the UI; and
• Operating the Solution.

from one another in terms of focus and functional range.
While OpenFin OS provided some native window
management and a communication bus, Finsemble also
provided native window management and an alternative
communications system as well as a strengthening of the
interoperability of the application and in the provision of
UI functionality.2 However, this symbiotic approach did not
last, and subsequent development of both solutions led
to the distinctions between them becoming more blurred.
OpenFin Layouts, which runs on top of OpenFin OS,
increased the range of the UI functionality of OpenFin’s
solution, and ChartIQ’s Finsemble made strides in the
development of the underlying framework.3
●● As the solutions now provide a similar range of

functionalities, it is easy to assume that they are
interchangeable, but that is not the case. While
GreySpark found that, in 2019, there is little apparent
difference in the overall range of functionality offered
by the two solutions, many functional capabilities
were achieved via different means. Overall, GreySpark
believes that Finsemble’s UI functionality – having
been a focus for ChartIQ since the product’s inception
– is more established than that of OpenFin, and it
provides developers with more intuitive intercomponent
connectivity to facilitate both data and context sharing
behind the scenes. However, the best choice for
prospective users depends heavily on the specific use
case, the availability of developer resources and appetite
for purchasing additional componentry.

●● The analysis contained in this report is applicable to

ChartIQ’s Finsemble, OpenFin OS and OpenFin Layouts
for which public domain data and information was
available prior to March 15, 2019.

●● GreySpark’s analysis of the functionalities and capabilities

of each solution involved verifying or tempering the
analysis using feedback from financial services firm
users of both solutions. Finsemble historically ran on
top of OpenFin OS such that the users could reap the
benefits of both.1 The solutions were previously distinct

1
ChartIQ, 2017. ChartIQ Introduces Finsemble, an HTML5 Desktop Framework Built on OpenFin. [press release] 16 May 2017. Available at:
<https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/chartiq-introduces-finsemble-an-html5-desktop-framework-built-on-openfin-2017-05-16>.
2
Ibid.
3
See Footnotes Appendix, Section 4.2.
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1. The Evolution of Workstation
Integration Tools in Financial
Institutions
The digitalisation of the financial services industry is an epic endeavour that,
in 2019, is nearly 40 years in the making. In that time, many long-established
financial services enterprises morphed into goliaths that typically rely on a
complex web of networks and software installations, with technology stacks
that can differ significantly across the enterprise. This is as much true for the
application layer as for any other part of the technology stack. Indeed, a typical
financial services firm workflow will have undergone the insertion of many
and various software products over time in an effort to digitalise and to make
workflows more efficient. However, many of these efficiency projects focused
on an individual system or platform, with little regard for cross-enterprise
design, and the degree of interoperability can be woeful. The degree of
interoperability is, in part, because the technical complexity of achieving a
simplified multi-application workflow for each user type is enormous.

“The interoperability of
Web applications and
desktop applications
is limited, and they
cannot be inserted into
the same workflow
without significant
development effort.”

End-user applications can be broadly categorised into two groups:
●● desktop applications; and
●● Web applications.

A more granular categorisation reveals that there are many different types
of desktop application; some run on a desktop without the need to interact
with servers, some may exchange data with a database server in a twotier architecture, while other desktop applications may exchange data with
application servers that, in turn, handle the communication with a database
server in a three-tier architecture. Broadly speaking, desktop applications
are installed on the operating system of the user’s machine and, typically, are
launched via shortcuts on the user’s desktop or toolbars. Web applications
are different from desktop applications in that they are launched from a
browser and are dependent on it to run the executable program. They are
usually designed so that most processing is carried out on a server, and
although these applications may require a degree of local processing, this is
less typical than for desktop applications.
Financial services firms – be they on the sellside, the buyside or are fintech
vendors – use both categories of application on workstations in 2019.
However, the interoperability of Web applications and desktop applications is
limited, and they cannot be inserted into the same workflow without significant
development effort. This report describes the differences between two
solutions developed to address this challenge – ChartIQ’s Finsemble and
OpenFin (specifically, OpenFin OS & OpenFin Layouts) – and it describes
three examples of use cases for Finsemble.

04 | greyspark.com
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1.1 / ACHIEVING INTEROPERABILITY OF WEB & DESKTOP APPLICATIONS

1.1. Achieving Interoperability
of Web & Desktop Applications
Web technology was born in the 1980s, but throughout the
following two decades, financial institutions were wary of exposing
their networks to the Internet, and real and perceived security
issues inhibited the adoption of Web technology. However, as
cybersecurity matured and financial institutions became more
digital in nature, Web technology became widely adopted by the
financial services industry. Consequentially, the insertion of Web
applications into workflows that include desktop applications
became more frequently demanded by end-users.
The problem of creating one desktop environment for diverse
applications was tackled by Microsoft in the early 2000s with
the release of its .NET developer framework, which ran primarily
on the Microsoft Windows operating system. The framework
was adopted widely by financial services firms as it was able to
provide interoperability of applications written using a number of
.NET-compatible programming languages, and it facilitated the
flow of information between applications. Unfortunately, users
found that the .NET framework is a heavy installation that created
dependency challenges for developers. There followed nearly two
decades of browser-based Web development that resulted in
financial services firms having large portfolios of Web applications,
but the delivery via portals or intranets was still challenging for
development teams.

1.2. Open Source: The
Developer’s Best Friend
The benefits of adopting open source technologies in the financial
services were clear for decades. The transparency of a software’s
code base can be a great advantage to developers who can be
confident that their software will not suffer from the unexpected
limitations that often occur when developing against opaque
proprietary code. In 2008, Google transformed the landscape
by building the Chrome browser and open-sourcing the code

– which is now known as Chromium – opened the door for
companies to begin working on delivering a Web application that
looked and felt like a native desktop application. In 2013, GitHub
began to solve a similar problem with AtomShell – which later
became known as Electron. Electron enables the development of
native applications using JavaScript.
However, while Electron allowed developers to write native
applications using JavaScript and Chromium – thus enabling the
delivery of Web applications – financial services’ development
teams still faced the problem of how to ensure that Web and
native desktop applications could not only co-exist in one
environment but also work in concert. In 2017, OpenFin and
ChartIQ grasped the opportunity to make a meaningful difference
in this space.

1.3. ChartIQ’s Finsemble & OpenFin
In 2012, using Chromium, OpenFin developed the ability to
integrate and interoperate native applications on a desktop and, by
2016, OpenFin developed the ability to deliver Web applications
to the desktop.4 During that four-year period, ChartIQ – a
specialist charting firm – was concurrently working on creating a
HTML5-based desktop UI that ran on top of OpenFin’s solution.5
In 2017, by using OpenFin OS and Finsemble, the ability to
address demand for a high-performance, fully-integrated HTML5
desktop environment was met (see Figure 1 (a) and
Figure 1(b)).
By 2018, however, there were two significant developments in this
technology space:
1. Electron’s functional capability matured, and it was widely
adopted by financial institutions; and
2. There were significant overlapping capabilities in the respective
software solutions of ChartIQ and OpenFin.

4
Barber, S., 2019. OpenFin: A small example app using it. Codeproject.com, [online] Available at:
<https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/1279126/OpenFin-A-small-example-app-using-it>.
5
ChartIQ, 2017. ChartIQ Introduces Finsemble, an HTML5 Desktop Framework Built on OpenFin. [press release] 16 May 2017. Available at:
<https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/chartiq-introduces-finsemble-an-html5-desktop-framework-built-on-openfin-2017-05-16>.
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1.3 / CHARTIQ’S FINSEMBLE & OPENFIN

Figure 1: The Evolution of the Partnership between
OpenFin & ChartIQ from (a) 2012 to (b) 2017 and
the Incorporation of Nascent Electron Source Code
into OpenFin

Figure 2: Two Deployment Options for OpenFin
and Finsemble in 2018
Source: GreySpark analysis

Source: GreySpark analysis
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The evolution of Finsemble’s functional capability down the
technology stack was, perhaps, simpler than it was for OpenFin
to expand upwards where, reputedly, the amount of coding
required is far greater than lower in the stack. Whereas OpenFin
developed a UX competency, architecture and framework, the
maturity of Electron allowed ChartIQ to create the functional
range of OpenFin OS. OpenFin’s Finsemble-like functionality
was provided by OpenFin Layouts, which provided some
additional UI functionality on top of OpenFin OS. The result, as
illustrated in Figure 2 (a), (b) and (c), was that, in late 2018,
three models appeared:

1. Finsemble could run directly on top of the now mature Electron

technology;

2. Finsemble could run on top of OpenFin OS with Electron

underneath; and

3. As Openfin Layouts began to incorporate many of the

capabilities that Finsemble previously brought to the table, with
a degree of development work by its client, it could offer an
interface that ran on top of OpenFin OS and Electron.

By 2018, Electron was found to have certain security flaws that
left users vulnerable to cyber-attack.6 To address this concern,
work was done on Electron – as well as by OpenFin and
ChartIQ on their solutions – to ameliorate the issues detected in
Electron’s execution code.7

6
Paganini, P., 2018. Critical Code Execution Flaw in Electron Framework Impacts Popular Desktop Apps such as Skype and Signal. [online] Security Affairs.
Available at: <https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/68186/hacking/electron-framework-flaw.html>.
7
See Footnotes Appendix, Section 4.2.
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2. Functionality Analysis:
Chart IQ’s Finsemble & OpenFin
To elucidate the differentiating factors between ChartIQ’s Finsemble
and OpenFin OS and OpenFin Layouts, GreySpark presents the
results of a detailed analysis of the functionalities / capabilities of
each. The analysis incorporated data points garnered from ChartIQ
and a number of Finsemble and OpenFin users, which enabled
GreySpark to draw out the strengths and weaknesses of each
solution. In order to understand the importance of the full scope
of functionality, it is helpful to review the typical high-level, enduser requirements of an integrated desktop environment and the
challenges that these requirements present for a financial services
firm IT team (see Figure 3).
Figure 3 shows that each of these high-level requirements, fall into
one of four categories:
1. User Interface;
2. Intercomponent Workflows;
3. Building the Environment & Building the UI; and
4. Operating.

GreySpark chose to base its analysis on these four
categorisations in order to assess the capabilities of the two
solutions and to draw out their differences.
Finsemble and OpenFin were individually measured against a
detailed functionality matrix designed by GreySpark to include
functionalities that should be incorporated into a Web technologybased, fully-integrated desktop environment. Every functionality
was scored using the garnered data points and, from this scoring,
a heat map of the functional set was created for both solutions
(see Figure 4). The scoring was based on GreySpark’s view of the
comprehensiveness and usability of each functionality, tempered
by feedback from the user group of both solutions. Finally, the
scores for each functionality were aggregated per category for each
solution. GreySpark’s analysis shows that the differences between
Finsemble and OpenFin are evident, with the score per category
diverging distinctly for the end-user experience, inter-component
workflows and building the UI (see Figure 4).

Figure 3: Common End-user Demands & Developer Requirements for an Integrated Desktop Environment
Source: GreySpark analysis

“I would like my workspace to be simple to navigate.”

End-user / IT Admin Environment

Simple, Navigable Workspace — Developers must
facilitate the functionality that end-users have come to
expect from a Microsoft Windows environment.

External Infrastructure Connectivity — Developers must
code the connections from the integrated desktop
environment, which incorporates multiple end users to
additional infrastructure that may use custom or proprietary
protocols.

“I want the layout to be the same as when I last logged out.”
Flexible & Restorable Screen Workspaces
Developers must ensure that each user’s layout preferences
are saved so that they can be later restored. The solution
must also accommodate multiple screen conﬁgurations.

“I need my applications to be connected to external
infrastructure such as centralised databases.”

User Interface

Operating

Solution
“I want updates I make in the application I’m using
to be reﬂected in my colleagues workspace as soon
as I make them.”

“I’m being pressured to deliver this project quickly.”

Intercomponent
Workﬂows

Building

User Group Updates — Developers must create an
external network that connects users together and
incorporates the functionality that allows updates to be
made across all users.

“I want the support from the solution vendor when I need it.”
Vendor Support — Developers need support from product
specialists not only during development but also after the
environment has gone live.

“I want updates I make in one application to ﬂow to other
relevant applications without me needing to type them in.”
Streamlined Low-touch Workﬂow — Developers must
ensure applications written in a variety of languages can
interoperate.

© GreySpark Partners 2019 
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2.0 / FUNCTIONALITY ANALYSIS: CHART IQ’S FINSEMBLE & OPENFIN

The most fundamental requirement for an integrated desktop
environment is that the solution must provide developers with
tools to create a HTML5 environment that integrates with legacy
technology, and it must run operationally in the background of
an end-user’s desktop environment, facilitating data flows and
application operation. For developers, the ability to access the
source code of a solution is an undeniable advantage, and this is
something that both solutions allow.
In order to allow legacy applications and middleware – created
using different languages – to be incorporated into the same
integrated desktop environment, an effective approach is to use
language adapters. While Finsemble offers logical integration of
.NET / WPF applications and a JavaScript API, OpenFin also
offers Adobe AIR, Node and Python adapters.8 When it comes
to native interoperability and migration of legacy systems to Web,
OpenFin has the edge in terms of the scope and maturity of its
support. GreySpark noted that Finsemble provides a number of
UI accelerators that are not included in the OpenFin OS standard
offering, including HTML5 window title bars and .NET window
title bars in their system to help end-users navigate the integrated
applications. Both the solution vendors created a partner ecosystem
of third-party applications that can be deployed and automatically
interoperated with other applications. Differentiation between
the solutions lays in the applications provided by each group of
ecosystem partners and, more particularly, the capabilities those
partner applications are able to offer once in place.9

2.1. Same End, Different Means
Both Finsemble and OpenFin include the range of functionalities
that GreySpark would expect in such solutions. However, there
are some areas that deserve a closer look as the differences in
approach are meaningful. Both Finsemble and OpenFin allow
the sharing of workspace configurations with others in the same
desktop integration network, and both solutions incorporate a
Layout API; however, GreySpark noted that Finsemble’s UI is
functionality richer than OpenFin Layouts.10 The templates that are
available to developers constructing the UI or any of its components

8
9

is a by-product of ChartIQ’s early focus on the UI. Developers can
increase the usability of the system by incorporating code that
allows end-users to easily navigate the UI. An example of useful UI
functionality is the ability for developers to include HTML5 window
title bars and .NET window title bars in their system to help endusers navigate the integrated applications.
Both Finsemble and OpenFin provide the facility to manage
runtime versions. For Finsemble, updated versions are deployed
based on the configuration file, and it is up to the user admin to
trigger them, which gives the user control of their deployment.
OpenFin deploys updated versions based on the application’s
manifest file, which gives the application owner control of their
deployment. With OpenFin OS, different runtime versions can
interoperate. Troubleshooting capabilities are available to both
developers and end-users of Finsemble and OpenFin, but only
Finsemble provides a log management solution for developers.
However, OpenFin also provides crash reporting. Figure 5 shows
GreySpark’s assessment of the strengths of Finsemble and
OpenFin across all areas analysed.

2.2. Over to You, Developers
The goal of both solutions is to allow users to create an integrated
desktop environment with minimal development overhead. However,
since no use case and technology combination are the same in
financial services, some development is expected. GreySpark
believes that OpenFin Layouts provides less out-of-the-box UI
functionality than Finsemble. The degree to which the solutions
assert the provision of basic functionality without coding demands
scrutiny. GreySpark assessed the development work required
to achieve each of the functionalities offered by Finsemble and
OpenFin and scored each functionality on the degree to which it
least required coding to enable it (see Figure 6).

See Footnotes Appendix, Section 4.2.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Figure 4: Comparison of GreySpark Partners Scoring based on Vendor Data
& User Scoring of Functionalities11
Source: GreySpark analysis
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See Footnotes Appendix, Section 4.2.
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Figure 5: GreySpark Analysis of the Strengths & Weaknesses of ChartIQ’s Finsemble
& OpenFin Across All Functional Areas
Source: GreySpark analysis
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Figure 6: Least Development Effort by Functional Group for Finsemble & OpenFin
Source: GreySpark analysis
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2.2 / OVER TO YOU, DEVELOPERS

In financial services, it can be expected that any number of
monitors and applications running on them are found. However,
the increasing mobility of the financial services workforce means
that the number of screens used may drop to one as users work
at home in the evening, for instance. Both Finsemble and OpenFin
facilitate this UX to an extent; however, to accommodate multiple
configurations of windows as the number of screen changes and
to retain the layout of the screen(s) between log-in sessions, some
development work must be carried out by users of both Finsemble
and OpenFin solutions. The degree to which developers must
create their own code differs. It should be noted that only Finsemble
provides the flexibility for users to not only work in a multi-monitor
environment but also to move to a single monitor workspace,
such as a laptop, and still be able to view and interact with the
windows that were previously shown and saved in the multi-monitor
workspace. The effort expended by developers to co-deploy
applications that sit on any existing infrastructure in a HTML5
framework is a critical measure of each solution’s effectiveness for
firms operating a legacy technology stack that they are not ready to
re-engineer. Anecdotal evidence gathered by GreySpark suggests
that the development needed to co-deploy .NET applications into
a HTML5-integrated environment is more onerous for users of
OpenFin than it is for users of Finsemble.

2.3. Solution Differentiation
Finsemble distinguishes itself in the provision of several pieces
of functionality. The usability of both solutions is enhanced by
the ability of developers to incorporate hotkeys and shortcuts
on the desktop. However, GreySpark believes that Finsemble
includes more out-of-the-box functionality for hotkey and shortcut
incorporation than OpenFin.12 However, OpenFin provides a
‘Global Hotkey’ where users can configure their own shortcuts
and hotkeys.13 Another useful capability that the Finsemble solution
allows developers to incorporate – while OpenFin does not – is the
ability for end-users to carry out a cross-application search. This
cross-application search is indicative of the maturity of ChartIQ
Finsemble’s data and context sharing ability between HTML5 and
legacy applications based on other technologies.

12
13
14

“At the heart of Finsemble
and OpenFin is the interplay
of technology; specifically,
how applications created
using different languages
and for use on different
types of platforms can be
made to work together.”

At the heart of Finsemble and OpenFin is the interplay of
technology; specifically, how applications created using different
languages and for use on different types of platforms can be made
to work together. In other words: How flexible and comprehensive
are the intercomponent workflows? Messaging transport
facilitates the sharing of context between multiple applications,
and so it is a critical aspect of the system. While both Finsemble
and OpenFin OS provide a pub / sub function, Finsemble’s
version is stateful. GreySpark believes that Finsemble’s API,
which facilitates messaging transport – known as the event
router – provides higher level abstractions than does OpenFin’s
InterApplicationBus (IAB) programming API, and it also reduces
the amount of coding a developer must carry out. OpenFin
enables users to reduce the volume of coding by incorporating its
‘Channel API’ to the message bus API capabilities. Furthermore,
OpenFin provides APIs that allow applications to fully verify the
identity of any application calling them over the bus.14

OpenFin, 2018. Layouts API. [online] Available at: <https://developers.openfin.co/docs/layouts-api>
Ibid.
OpenFin, 2019. Roadmap. [online] Available at: <https://developers.openfin.co/docs/roadmap>.
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2.3 / SOLUTION DIFFERENTIATION

Sharing data, as well as state, across multiple applications
requires not only transport but also storage, especially when large
blocks of data are being shared. For this purpose, Finsemble uses
its distributed store, which simplifies the programming complexity.
OpenFin does not include a distributed store in its solution,
so users must always create their own context store, and the
lack of a storage adapter has knock-on implications for external
persistence. Indeed, GreySpark believes that Finsemble exceeds
OpenFin in almost all areas discussed under inter-component
workflow because much of the functionality needed is available
out-of-the-box.15

Since the UI functionality to allow users to operate the integrated
environment is central to any such system, it bears closer scrutiny.
GreySpark analysed how closely the two solutions aligned with
one another in terms of functional capability for the end-users. Both
solutions provide the following functionalities:
●● resizing or padding for simplifying consistent layout;
●● explicit ability for a user to control window / group layering
behaviour;
●● minimising and maximising windows or groups;
●● context sharing between windows; and
●● sharing data organically across multiple applications in real-time.

The sharing of data between the various applications included in the
environment requires APIs. Finsemble users can take pre-written
code that allows end-users to carry out drag-and-drop data sharing
as well as real-time synchronised sharing out-of-the-box. OpenFin
does not provide the code needed to pass content between legacy
and Web applications, and developers must code this themselves.
However, OpenFin is championing the shared standards initiative,
Financial Desktop Connectivity and Collaboration Consortium
(FDC3), the objective of which is to create an open standard
for context sharing APIs. Currently, the standards are under
development and, as they become ratified, both solutions are
expected to support them.

All of these functions are provided with a little development
work needed for both Finsemble and OpenFin OS and Layouts,
but anecdotal evidence suggests that doing so requires more
development work for those using OpenFin. The knowhow and
intellectual property in terms of presentation of workspaces to
users as well as the UI functionality and interoperability behind
the scenes gives Finsemble the head start on the UI functionality
offered to users.

15

See Footnotes Appendix, Section 4.2.
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3. A
 n Examination of Use Cases
for ChartIQ’s Finsemble
The flexibility of Finsemble for use by developers means that there are a
multitude of potential use cases for the solution, facilitating a high degree of
customisation and rich out-of-the-box functionality. For this reason, GreySpark
presents three use cases for Finsemble that are currently widely-utilised in 2019
by different types of financial services firms:
Use Case 1: Front-office, Client-facing Services;
Use Case 2: Data Management for Internal Operational Purposes; and
Use Case 3: New Trading Platforms & Business Units.

3.1. Front-office, Client-facing Services
The front-office of asset management firms or investment banks are fastpaced, demanding environments where developers are often under pressure
to introduce a system quickly, and it is here that the benefit from Finsemble’s
out-of-the-box functionality are most prominently felt.
GreySpark believes that the solution’s out-of-the-box functionality not only
enables rapid project delivery compared to coding from the ground up, but
it also allows for the use of less-experienced developers to create complex
systems, minimising the time required by more expensive resource.

“GreySpark believes
that the solution’s
out-of-the-box
functionality allows
for the use of
less-experienced
developers to create
complex systems,
minimising the time
required by more
expensive resource.”

The out-of-the-box UI functionality that Finsemble makes available to
developers is extensive and mature. Use Case 1 describes a scenario
where Finsemble is used to create a ‘smart’ workstation in which developers
are afforded a high degree of customisability in order to develop a sleek,
client-facing workstation.
Dashboard applications, in general, are single applications that draw into them
only the functionality that is designed into that one application. If a dashboard
is created using a data visualisation package, for instance, the functionality that
can be incorporated into the dashboard is solely that provided by a particular
package. Use Case 1 illustrates how multiple HTML5 applications can be
integrated on the desktop.
Although, having a well-designed, user-friendly, company-branded UI is
undeniably a great advantage in a client-facing workstation, Finsemble is more
than just a slick UI, and it can be used to tie together multiple applications, each
of which bring functionality and data sets into the UI.

14 | greyspark.com
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3.1 / FRONT-OFFICE, CLIENT-FACING SERVICES

Use Case 1 – Creation of a Front-office, Client-facing Workstation
Source: GreySpark analysis
Purpose: The Creation of an ‘Enhanced Workstation’ that can Incorporate a Financial Institution’s Client’s
Entire Workstream of Financial Institution-provided Applications
Scenario

A financial institution wishes to create a value-add, client-facing workstation incorporating several HTML5
applications into a slick and robust UI that allows the client to review data held by several applications in
real-time and to communicate its requirements to the financial institution.

Detail of Integrated Desktop Environment

In this scenario, the financial institution has a modernised HTML5 stack. The incorporated applications
used by the client are all HTML5-based, but they require integration into an integral workstation.

Applications & Infrastructure
that Could be Incorporated

• As the suite of applications incorporated are HTML5 applications, Finsemble can be used to integrate
each into an HTML5 window which are then tiled for viewing within one browser window.
• The data that powers each application must be piped into the relevant application, and Finsemble can be
used to connect the workflows to and from each window to the relevant location, either to a sales-trader,
the relevant database(s) or to the servers on which the applications are held.

Data Types

Data can be incorporated in the form of manual updates or streamed into the application. Using Finsemble,
workflows can be built to synchronise the data effortlessly across the applications and beyond.

Why Use Finsemble?

In this scenario, the key capabilities that Finsemble provides is the ability to create workflows to share data
and context between HTML5 applications using intercomponent workflow functionality while also designing
an attractive, useable workstation for clients that is styled in alignment with the financial institution’s brand.

Development Work Needed

The amount of development work required is significantly lessened by the availability of out-of-the-box
functionality provided by Finsemble.

Redundant Functionality

This use case does not take advantage of the ability to integrate legacy applications.

3.2. Middle-office Data Management
for Internal Operational Purposes
Data management is a headache for most financial services
organisations, and aggregation of data from various sources
requires a high-degree of interoperability. Legacy applications,
often optimised for native platforms, are particularly challenging to
modernise and can look and feel outdated to users familiar with
functionally-richer Web technology. However, it may not be feasible
to change the entire technology stack for all applications used in a
workflow to HTML5.
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Typically, the middle-office of a buyside or sellside firm is where the
ability to have a wide view across disparate systems is paramount
in order that monitoring of business efficiency, risk and compliance
with regulation is panoptic. As other areas of a financial institution
undergo systems upgrades, middle-office systems are required to
adapt to changes in data and connectivity from those front-office or
back-office systems. The flexibility of the desktop environment and
the intercomponent workflows offered by Finsemble is a significant
boon to middle-office workflows coping with change-the-bank
initiatives in other arenas. Typically, the less well-funded middle-
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3.2 / MIDDLE-OFFICE DATA MANAGEMENT FOR INTERNAL OPERATIONAL PURPOSES

Use Case 2 – Consolidation of Disparate Workflows in the Financial Services Firm’s Middle-office
Source: GreySpark analysis
Purpose: The Creation of an ‘Enhanced Workstation’ that can Integrate Multiple HTML5 & Legacy / Native Applications
Scenario

A financial institution wishes to create a workstation for internal use, with a user-friendly interface that can
incorporate mission-critical legacy applications and that pulls in data from multiple sources.

Detail of Integrated Desktop Environment

The creation of an integrated desktop environment is inhibited by the fact that the firm relies heavily
on legacy technology applications, which it needs to incorporate into an integrated workstation with
some newly-acquired HTML5 applications. The financial institution is undergoing rapid change and it is
anticipated that for the foreseeable future infrastructure and platforms will be replaced.

Applications & Infrastructure
that Could be Incorporated

• The UI may consist of multiple windows containing legacy applications in a HTML5 wrapper, with realtime synchronised data sharing across windows.
• The integrated desktop must be flexible enough to connect into a range of different infrastructure to
facilitate middle-office workflows that tie various areas of the financial institution together and to easily
swap out applications on an ongoing basis.

Incorporated Data

Middle-office workflows in risk management teams require data to be ingested from many areas of a
financial institution using different data formats. Finsemble’s plugins and language adapters facilitate the
ingestion of steaming data sources and connection to databases.

Why Use Finsemble?

• Developers can take advantage of the extensibility of the solution to accommodate changes to other
areas of the financial institution that impact them.
• Finsemble’s architecture was designed so that components can be easily interchanged, when client
requirements change. For instance, data sharing for given components is abstracted and orchestrated.
In this scenario, a slick UI is not such a high priority as in Use Case 1. However, the high degree of
usability and navigability that Finsemble can create is key.

Development Work Needed

Intercomponent workflow functionality that facilitates external Web socket transport and accommodates
custom or proprietary protocols is integral to Finsemble.

Redundant Functionality

In the middle-office, it is rare for workstations to consist of more than two monitors and so the ability of the
solution to reconfigure for different monitor configurations is not a high-priority capability.

office need not re-architect its technology stack to take advantage
of the benefits of Web technology that may be being incorporated
elsewhere. The HTML5-integrated desktop environment that
Finsemble is used to create can incorporate legacy applications
without loss of performance (see Use Case 2).
Commonly, for an integrated desktop to remain useful in any
enterprise, it must be able to connect into existing infrastructure,
and this is typically achieved using plug-ins and language adapters.
Finsemble is developer-friendly in the way it facilitates connection to
external infrastructure.
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3.3. New Trading Platforms
& Business Units
Since 2007, the contraction of the practical size of business
units across the financial services industry, particularly within the
investment banking sector, has continued unabated. However, one
area where it is fair to say an expansion is taking place is in the
in-house construction of trading platforms containing order and
execution management functionality for distinct instrument types
using built-and-bought technology.
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3.3 / NEW TRADING PLATFORMS & BUSINESS UNITS

Use Case 3 – The Creation of Order & Execution Management Brokerage and Trading Platforms
Source: GreySpark analysis
Purpose: The Creation of an OEMS Brokerage Platform that can Integrate Multiple HTML5 & Legacy / Native Applications
Scenario

A financial firm looking to create a new brokerage or trading business unit wishes to incorporate
applications from areas of the bank that still use legacy technology.

Detail of Integrated Desktop Environment

In this front-office environment, not only should the system be in production rapidly, but it must incorporate
the flexibility to accommodate the monitor configurations for each user.

Applications & Infrastructure
that Could be Incorporated

A trading platform is a complex system that will need to connect to other areas of the bank as well as to
external parties wishing to trade.

Incorporated Data

Data must be incorporated from other areas of the bank as well as to external data sources. These could
be via Web delivery or FIX messages.

Why Use Finsemble?

• The ability to deliver to traders a flexible, multi-window, multi-monitor environment that appears to
effortlessly allow data to flow in from a plethora of sources and then across applications built using a
variety of languages is a complex challenge.
• In high pressure environments, users rely on the familiarity of their own workspace. Hotkeys, mature
window management, prefab workspaces and the accommodation of weird monitor setups allow users
to utilise a new HTML5-based integrated desktop environment but retain familiar configurations and
shortcuts.

Development Work Needed

Development work will be extensive as the system is complex; but, while the solution is not out-of-the-box
in terms of the intercomponent workflows, the existing out-of-the-box functionality is useful to get a proof of
concept (PoC) designed quickly.

Redundant Functionality

None

The assembly of these types of trading platforms using Web
technology is increasingly the norm within banks, hedge funds and
proprietary brokerage or trading firms, and the ability to scale a
platform rapidly into a client-facing environment presents degrees of
competitive differentiation that are equivalent to the creation of new
lines of business overnight.
This already complex arena naturally allows for the development
of new business units and new systems. At the core of the new
line of business is a trading platform that can consolidate data
from non-traditional sources and can connect to non-traditional
liquidity providers, depending on the asset class and instrument
type (see Use Case 3).
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A significant amount of development work is needed for such a
use case, but the out-of-the-box functionality and ability to use
the React development framework speeds up the development
work. The windows management functionality and customisation
of the screen configuration are advantageous in this context
because the new business unit can design the trading platform
in line with the firm’s branding.
In terms of building, Finsemble’s strengths lie in the templates
offered for building the system and various components, as well
as the controls for creating the UI functionality and integration of
HTML5 applications and content with legacy applications and
content. This use case leans heavily on these aspects of the solution
to create a complex, yet easy-to-operate desktop environment.
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4. Appendices
4.1 Methodology
The analysis contained in this report was conducted using empirical
evidence in the form of surveys and interviews with Finsemble
and Finsemble’s reference users as well as OpenFin’s reference
users, and it was undertaken to garner a deep understanding of the
functionality, performance and limitations of each offering.

The second part of the analysis, contained in Section 2.2, looks at
the amount of development work needed to be undertaken by the
user’s IT team for the functionality to be available to end-users. This
data was garnered from the vendors and tempered by the feedback
from users of each solution.

The first part of the analysis, contained in Section 2.1, assesses
the completeness and usability of each function or feature
provided by the two solutions. Each functionality was assessed for
completeness and scored by GreySpark on a scale of 1 (nonexistent) to 5 (comprehensive and usability), in order to draw out
the strengths of each solution by functional area. However, rather
than rely solely on vendor-provided data, GreySpark used the
reference user scoring to inform and temper the scoring for each
functionality that GreySpark allotted from the vendor-provided data
supplemented by desk research.

The third part of the analysis, contained in Section 2.3, leverages
the findings from Section 2.1 on the completeness of the
functionality set and from Section 2.2 on the development needed
to be carried out by developers to enable the functionality for each
of the solutions. The analysis teased apart the two solutions to
identify what differentiates them.

4.2 Footnotes References List
The following detailed list contains footnote citation references to all of the public domain sources used by
GreySpark in the development of this report’s analysis. As follows:
Footnote #1:
ChartIQ, 2017. ChartIQ Introduces Finsemble, an HTML5 Desktop Framework Built on OpenFin. [press release]
16 May 2017. Available at: <https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/chartiq-introduces-finsemble-an-html5desktop-framework-built-on-openfin-2017-05-16>.
Footnote #2:
ChartIQ, 2017. ChartIQ Introduces Finsemble, an HTML5 Desktop Framework Built on OpenFin. [press release]
16 May 2017. Available at: <https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/chartiq-introduces-finsemble-an-html5desktop-framework-built-on-openfin-2017-05-16>.
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4.2 Footnotes References List (continued)
Footnote #3:
ChartIQ Finsemble, 2018. Finsemble [online] Available at: <https://documentation.chartiq.com/finsemble/tutorialIntroductionToFinsemble.html> [Accessed 01 August 2018].
ChartIQ Finsemble, 2018. Architectural Overview [online] Available at: <https://documentation.chartiq.com/
finsemble/tutorial-architecturalOverview.html> [Accessed 07 December 2018].
OpenFin, 2018. Additional Tutorials. [online] Available at: <https://developers.openfin.co/docs/tutorials>.
[Accessed 07 December 2018].
Footnote #4:
Barber, S., 2019. OpenFin: A small example app using it. Codeproject.com, [online] Available at:
<https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/1279126/OpenFin-A-small-example-app-using-it>.
Footnote #5:
ChartIQ, 2017. ChartIQ Introduces Finsemble, an HTML5 Desktop Framework Built on OpenFin. [press release]
16 May 2017. Available at: <https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/chartiq-introduces-finsemble-an-html5desktop-framework-built-on-openfin-2017-05-16>.
Footnote #6:
Paganini, P., 2018. Critical Code Execution Flaw in Electron Framework Impacts Popular Desktop Apps such as
Skype and Signal. [online] Security Affairs. Available at: <https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/68186/hacking/
electron-framework-flaw.html>.
Footnote #7:
OpenFin, 2018. Ready to move up to the operating system of finance? We’ve got you covered. [online]
Available at: <https://openfin.co/licensing/>.
OpenFin, 2019. Is Electron a Security Risk? [online] Available at:
<https://openfin.co/blog/is-electron-a-security-risk/>.
OpenFin, 2019. Why we’ve moved on from Chromium Embedded Framework (CEF) [online] Available at:
<https://openfin.co/blog/why-weve-moved-on-from-chromium-embedded-framework-cef/>.
ChartIQ Finsemble, 2019. Electron Security and Finsemble. [online] Available at:
<https://blog.chartiq.com/chartiq-adds-support-for-the-electron-framework-0>.
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4.2 Footnotes References List (continued)
Footnote #8:
ChartIQ Finsemble, 2018. Architectural Overview. [online] Available at: <https://documentation.chartiq.com/
finsemble/tutorial-architecturalOverview.html>. [Accessed 07 December 2018].
OpenFin, 2018. Layouts API. [online] Available at: <https://developers.openfin.co/docs/layouts-api>.
OpenFin, 2018. FAQ. [online] Available at: <https://developers.openfin.co/docs/faq>.
OpenFin, 2018. Ready to move up to the operating system of finance? We’ve got you covered. [online]
Available at: <https://openfin.co/licensing/>.
OpenFin, 2018. Interoperability: Seamless interaction. A better desktop. [online] Available at:
<https://openfin.co/interoperability/>.
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<http://cdn.openfin.co/jsdocs/alpha/fin.desktop.Window.html> [Accessed January 2019].
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GreySpark’s dedicated analysis and research team specialises in producing
high-quality industry reports, and it has extensive experience assisting industry
leaders in understanding and then developing successful strategies.
GreySpark consultants have hands-on experience in bringing improvements to
capital markets and have close relationships with capital markets decision-makers
and industry subject matter experts. This experience allows GreySpark to maintain
an overarching perspective of important changes influencing the industry enriched by
a strong track record of successful consulting work that allows early observation of
those changes before they become a reality.
Those observations are supported with quantitative and qualitative research, interviews
and surveys. GreySpark shares those observations in industry publications, where
subject matter experts comment on the impact of regulations, technology trends and
shifting e-commerce business models across the industry. Those observations are
also used in a client-specific context as a part of the firm’s overall strategy advisory
services.
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